ENGINEERED FOR LONGER LIFE AND EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE.

The new 101ZL Spec-2™ represents our next generation long-haul steer tire. It features an advanced tread compound, improved casing design and even better retreadability, helping to make it one of the most durable long-haul tires on the market.

LASTING PERFORMANCE Fleets RELy ON

**Wide Belt Package**
Delivers a more uniform footprint for long, even wear and greater retreadability.

**High-Elongation Tread Compound**
Is specifically designed to create a tread that is much more resilient and less susceptible to irregular wear, helping to extend treadlife and provide exceptional durability.

**Contact Pressure Equalizer Sipes**
Optimize rib contact pressure to combat uneven wear and improve wet handling / braking.

**Stress Equalizer Ribs**
Ensure even contact pressure along the shoulders to combat step down wear.

Features for REDUCED FUEL-CONSUMPTION

**Zenvironment Casing**
Works with our latest compound to help distribute contact pressure more evenly across the tread surface. This results in more even treadwear and longer treadlife.

Maximum DURABILITY for UNMATCHED RELIABILITY

**Highly Reinforced Bead**
Constructed with increased bead filler gauge and a longer steel chafer. This bead package is stronger, more durable and allows for less heat buildup in the bead area, ensuring maximum retreadability.
SMARTSOLUTION CERTIFIED PROGRAM

Each of the dealers that make up our expansive nationwide service network is selected and certified to ensure they’re ready to provide the solutions you need, fast.

YOKOHAMA EMERGENCY SERVICE (YES)

Offering nationwide emergency service we’re focused on keeping your cargo on the move—24/7/365.

YOKOHAMA IS A SMARTWAY TRANSPORT PARTNER

Working with the SmartWay program we’re committed to accelerating the availability, adoption and market penetration of advanced fuel efficient technologies and operational practices in the freight supply chain helping you save fuel, lower costs and reduce adverse environmental impact.

Yokohama Tire Corporation | 800.423.4544 | yokohamatruck.com

Commercial Customer Service: ext. 2889
Credit Department: ext. 3977
Consumer Affairs: ext. 2880
Commercial Customer Service Dealer Order Fax: 800.455.9656